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Empirical theory and experimental methods are reviewed in the light of 

the exlstmg knowled&e of the flow betind the blunt base of a bo&y in a super- 

SOrllC flow. 

A dxxusslon of the xkeryretation of small-scale eLTerunents with 

natural trmsition from lamuar to turbulent boundary layer flow shows that 

some diffxulty may be encountered m deriving these from the base drag at the 

high Ikynolds numbers of practical interest. While tests with artxficial 

trsnsltlon, which include boundary layer measurements, may help to overcome 

thx difficulty, investigations at large scale may also be required. Increase 

of hign Reynolds number 1s thought to rnxse base drag appreciably at Mach 

numbers less than 2. 

Although none of the emplrlcal methods of estimating base drag is entirely 

satrsfsrtory, one due to Love 13 recommended provisionally. T11e inclusion of 

Jet effects, which Cve not otherwise considered in the present Note, influences 

this choice. 
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1 DVTRODUCTION 

During the past few years the estimation of the pressure at the base of 
a body of revolution moving at supersoni c speed has received a great deal of 
attention because the base drag can be comparable with the skin frictional 
drag of a typical, clean, body, The base pressure is linked to the pressures 
acting in the nwcing zone immediately downstream of the body and determined by 
the momentum transfer process taking place in this region. The development of 
theoretical methods of estimation has been impeded by the difficulty of 
calculating quantities in the mixing zone, especially if the upstream flow is 
turbulent. Empirical methods of correlating experimental values have however 
been proposed. 

The work reported here was undertaken with the intention of comparing 
these methods when applied to tests on cone-cylinder models. This configura- 
tion was chosen because of its simple geometry, its popularity with experi- 
menters, and the existence of extensive and accurate theoretical pressure 
distributions for It. 

Practical interest is focussed on the case in which the transition from 
laminar to turbulent flow in the boundary layer take:, place well upstream of 
the base of the body. The limitations of available test facilities are such 
that it is not often possible to attain this condition naturally. Attempts 
have been made to simulate it by the use of various triggering devices to 
promote transition near the nose of the model. It is not clear how existing 
results from such tests are related to the values found when natural transi- 
tion takes place. Rejection of these results leaves so few that a final 
decision in favour of any one of the suggested methods must be postponed. 
Nevertheless it is felt some useful information on the base pressure problem 
has emerged: in particular, at high Reynolds number, an increase of Reynolds 
number may cause sn appreciable reduction in the base pressure. The concomit- 
ant increase in base drag with Reynolds number is largest at low supersonic 
Mach numbers. 

2 THE FLOW PISLDEEHINDTHE SASS OF A BODY II'l SIJESRSONIC FLOW 

Fig.l(a) shows pressure distributions measured behind half models with- 
out boattails in two-dimensionali and axi-symmetric2 flow. In each case the 
pressure is approximately uniform for 0.8 base diameters or heights, rises 
steeply for about the same distance and then more gradually to a maximum at 
about 3 of these units. In two-dimensional flow this maximum is nearly the 
sine as the pressure ahead of the base. The trailing compression, bemng dis- 
tributed over a considerable distance, is performed almost isentropically and 
in turning the flow back to the free-stream direction must almost complete the 
pressure recovery by virtue of the Prsndtl-Meyer relation. In exi-symmetric 
flow this unique relation between changes of flow direction and pressure, no 
longer holds; the pressure can therefore overshoot and subsequently return 
to the value upstream of the base. It is apparent that the displacement 
surface of the base flow, which IS initially wedge-shaped in two dimensions, 
is not truly conical behind a long body of revolution since the pressure is 
roughly consta-it an both cases. T'his point is illustrated in Fig.l(b). 

Fuller snd Reid' found in their two-dimensional experiments that the end 
of the constant pressure region was roughly where the mixing zone ceased to 
entrain fluid from the dead-fluid area and started to return it. They also 
found that the upstream velocities induced by mixing, were too low to be meas- 
ured. This is the Justification for the assumption that the reflection plate 
boundary layer does not invalidate the conclusions drawn from the half-model 
results. It shows too that the flow in the upstream part of the miring region 
must be very similar to the rmxing of a Jet with a fluid at rest; this concept 
has been used in the development of two-dimensional base pressure theories394. 
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Further aft, the loressure increases; therefore, when the flow is 
initially set up, some of the lower energy boundary layer fluid is trapped 
to form the so-called dead fluid region. This must be of such a shape and 
size that, when the mean flow becomes steady, the fluid in the mixing region 
has sufficient energy to negotiate the trailing compression in its passage 
downstream. It follows that any difference between the base pressure on a 
long body of zero surface slope end the pressure on the base of a body of any 
other shape at the same local Mach number will stem from two causes: the 
difference in the size and profile of the boundary layer approaching the 
base, and the extra pressure gradients which act on the mixing zone. 

Studies of support interference, considered in section 3.3, and measure- 
ments of the point at which a shock wav 

3 
entering the wake of a fin-supported 

body begins to affect the base pressure both show that quite large distur- 
bances have negligible effects on a turbulent wake if they are more than 3 
base diameters downstream of the body. It seems likely that the pressure peak 
is always within some 3 diameters of the base and therefore any interference 
pressure field should be allowed for at all points closer to it. This 
distance should be increased, perhaps to 5 diameters, if the wake is lsminar. 

3 FACTORS AFFECTING BASE PRESSURE XSASUREMEWS ON BODIES OF F.EVOLUl'ION 
INAXLALFLCW 

3.1 The position of the base pressure orifice 

Except at extremely low Reynolds numbers8, the pressure variation 
across the base does not exceed 90 of the value at any point and is usually 
much less (for example Refs.2 and 5). It is normally lowest near the edge of 
the base on sting-mounted models. 

3.2 Interference in wind tunnels snd in free-flight 

Wing tunnel models are usually supported either by fins extending to 
the tunnel walls or by stings projecting from the model bases. The former 
method alters the boundary layer approaching the base and may appreciably 
change 

z 
he pressure field of the outer stream; the base pressure is normally 

reduced . The same objeotions apply to stabilizmg fins on free-flight models. 
If instead the models are spin-stabilized, transition is likely to be pre- 
mature, but tests at M = 2.86 9 h s owed other effects to be very small. 

Love has collected American work on the effects of stings and issued 
the results together with some new work in Ref.lO. The minimum lengths of 
cylindrical sting which should be used are 5 and 3 base diameters for 1emins.r 
and turbulent wakes respectively. If the sting diameter is progressively 
increased further downstream, the base pressure is unaffected. The upstream 
part of the sting should have as small a diameter as possible, end this should 
certainly be less than 0.4 base diameters. 
2 has been published" 

One test made at a Mach number of 
in which the boundary layer approaching the base was 

turbulent and there were no fins to modify the wake flow. The base pressure 
rose by 5$ as the diameter of the sting was reduced from 0.4 base diameters to 
zero. Some of the data of Ref.10 suggest that greater varzations might be 
found between M = 2 and M = 3 for the same ratios of sting to base diameter. 

3.3 Transition Reynolds numbers and the fixine of transition 

The summary given as Appendix I of Ref.14, shows that transition depends 
on Mach number, pressure, pressure gradient, heat transfer, and the surface 
condition of the body. 
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Since the most useful base pressure measurements are those made when 
transition is well upstream of the base, it is difficult to obtain them with 
natural boundary layers in wind tunnel tests. Attempts to overcome this 
difficulty by roughening the model to accelerate trsnsitlon have the following 
effects :- 

(1) the boundary layer is thickened, 

(2) its profile is distorted for some distance downstream, 

(3) the pressure distribution around the model may be altered in 
extreme cases. 

Low-speed tests conducted by Klebanoff and Diehl16 show that sti1a.r 
velocity profiles are not achieved for more than 100 13" of the end of a band 
of roughness (where a* is the displacement thicicness of the first similar 
profile measured) and that thereafter the boundary layer grows as if it had 
been turbulent from some point upstresm of the roughness. The length of this 
settling region varies !nth the type of roughness; for instance, wires 
attached to the model were found to be inferior to distributed roughness from 
this point of view. 

Reference to Fig.2 will confirm that it is unwise to accept the measure- 
ments made on models with roughness without further study of its effects on 
the base pressure. 

It is suggested that, because of low-speed experience on artificially- 
promoted turbulent boundary layers, base pressure measurements in such cases 
at supersonic speeds CM be given quantitative value only if they are accoxa- 
panied by sufficient information about the upstream boundary layer to show 
that its profile is undistorted and to determine its effective origin. None 
of the many investigations which have been reported in recent years has 
fulfilled these conditions. 

4 13FFECTS OF ECNNDARY LAY!3R F'RCPEXTIES CN BA3 PRESSURE 

4.1 General sume~ 

Since the mixing behind the base and the energycontained in the boundary 
layer are important, it is relevant to consider the evidence afforded by the 
normal behaviour of boundary layers and wakes. The relative fW.ness of the 
velocity profile of a turbulent layer when it is coqared with its l-ar 
oounterpart shows that the degree of mixing is much greater in the turbulent 
than in the lmtiar layer at a given Reynolds number. Because the degree of 
mixing controls the kinetic energy distribution across the layer, the 
turbulent layer has a much greater capacity for working against pressure 
forces.So,if as in a base flow at supersonic speed, a dissipative layer iS 
subjected to compression it is to be expected that a greater proportion of it 
will be reversed (when the flow is first set up) if it is laminar than if it 
is turbulent; thus in the former case the dead fluid area will be larger, 
the expansion round the base corner less, and the base pressure higher. 
Increase of Reynolds number, by thinning either kind of layer, reduces the 
quantity of low-energy fluid so tending to reduce the base pressure. On the 
other hand by reducing the rate of growth of the layer, i.e. the rate of 
entrainment. of high-energy fluid from the outer stream, an increase of 
Reynolds number tends to increase the base pressure. The relative importance 
of these counter effects changes with Reynolds number and perhaps with Mach 
number. 
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Fig.3 shows curves derived from tests by Kavanau 8 "2 and i30gdon0ff 1s 
On one configuration; letters attached to the curves xndicate the important 
points. Below C, both the boundary layer and wake are laminar. As the 
Reynolds ncrmber rises, the reduction in rmxing is supposed to be daninant 
at first, and the base pressure rises; decrease of thickness is thought to 
have an increasing and Opposite effect which eventually produces a maximum 
pressure at C andnught be expected to cause the pressure to fall as at D 
to sane lower limit at very high Reynolds numbers. k similar, but generally 
lwer, curve tending to the seme limit is to be expected. for a fdly- 
turbulent, dissipative flow. In practice, if %ransitiOn is not artlflclally 
induced, only part of this curve 1s found (in the example of Fig.3, the 
seeplent near C' and D'). It is jolned to the curve for laminar 170~ by sOme 
transltlon curve, the precise form of which probably depends On the method 
of varying Reynolds number. If a single model 1s used and the Reynolds 
number is increased by raising the ambient pressure, the fo ad movement 
of transition is likely to be slow since there is evidence 'rthat transition 
Reynolds numbers increase with ambient pressure; If several models of 
different sizes are used, transition will be affected by the dd'ferent sur- 
face qualities of the models and their stings. Bogdonoff's use of both 
methods is considered to be the reason for the large scatter shown near E 
and F in the figure. He deduced fran schlxren observations that between 
E and F, transition was occurring in the wake ahead of the trailing corn- 
presslon, ana suggested that transition at the wake sting junction was 
taking place to the left of E. The latter lmplics a contmuatxon of the 
reduction in base pressure due to decrease of the 1mkna.r boundary layer 
thickness as at CD, augmented by increased mixing due to the turbulent flow 
under the trading Oanprcssion where it is most effective; it 1s accordingly 
a likely explanation of the steep drop in pressure whxh 1s frequently 
observed. kt Mach numbers up to 3 there is usually a minimum pressure be- 
tween E and F. Reference 6 shavrs that transition may reach the base on 
either side of the minimum and that the rmnzunUm itself tends to disappear 
at the higher Mach numbers. 

Crocoo and LeesI who first advanced such an explanation as thus for 
the behaviour of base pressure, identified the minunum with the occurrence 
of transition at the base, and the point C' with the point at which the 
chane in boundary layer thickness due to the forward movement Of transition 
on the body IS just negligible. It 1s felt that such ooncluszons are too 
defirute to be drawn frcm the qualltatxve ar@ment, since they require exact 
balance at all Mach numbers bOtween the offacts of thickness and mixing at 
these points. It may be true, as suggested in Ref.6, that the normal 
behaviour pattern on which the argument is based, 16 altcred close to 
transition. 

Since the scatter in Pi&Z near E and F 1s thought to reflect differ- 
ences in transition between the various tests, the curve F C' is not con- 
sdered to be 

f; 
epresentative of turbulent flom below a Reynolds nlnnbcr of 

about l+.5 x 10 ; the point C' then beoames the analogue of C in the lamlnar 
flOw. This =gLrment raises difficulties m the lnterpratation Of measure- 
ments with turbulent boundary layers. If results are obtained wzth early 
transition an& confined to the region to the left of C' the apparent an& 
wrong trend of base pressure at high Reynolds number is an increase; 
alternatively, if transltlon is late and C' lies somewhere in the transition 
region it is difficult to decide where the "fully turbulent" curve is 
attained. This diffioulty IS found In the hi&z ,Nach number results ofRef.6 
asyumtioned above. Isolated points obtained at Reynolds numbers below about 
IO are suspect because of this. 

Because of the ocmplexlty of the problem, sxnplxfylng assmptions 
about the behaviour of the mixing region have been made. h dcgrce of 
similarity betwee base flow and the flow up a forward facing step has led 
Lwe to postdate that the base pressure can be deduced from the pressure 
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rise required to separate the boundary layer ahead of a stc$. An empirical 
extension to boaies of revolution has beenma&. This method 1s sunilar to 
an earlier clne by Cortright and Schroeder based on an nssumptlon that the 
angle between the separated flow just behind the base &nnd the axis of 
symmetry depends only on the Mach number approaching the base. The differences 
are:- 

(1) The effective afterbody angle for nbody of revolution 1s assumed 
to depend linearly on the ratlo of base alameter to maxuwm dlsmeter, but in 
the earlier method it is the true afterbodji angle. 

(2) Love, by using the pressure rxe which causes separation ahead of 
a step, 1s able, urillke Cortrlght and Schroeder, to estimate when the boundary 
layer will separate from the afterbody upstrcsm of the base. 

Love's method 1s m fa.w agreement with experlmznt although some of the 
assertions zn its developent sro surprxmg; for instance, that the flow at 
a two-dimensIonal base is more reliably lndroated by the exlstlng results on 
forward-facmg steps than by those on rearward-facing steps. 

4.2 Tine Reynolds number effect for a turbulent boundary layer 

In the earlxst attempt to explain the influence of Reynolds number, 
Chapnlan7 suggested tnat the tciotiess of the boundary layer approaching the 
base was of prm;e un~ortxuce. ('i'hx view is psrtully supported b the 1 ter 
work indxated in section 4.1). Iic proposed that the p~wsmeter8 db(Re) p 95 
should be used as ameasure of the relative height of this (turbulent) layer, 
In tel+ns of the base diameter db of a body of length8. This parameter Owes 
its origin to the low-speed em~uxcal theory of the turbulent boundary layer 
on a flat plate at zero 1noidence. Ac is well known, the formula begins to 
overestimmate the Reynolds nvmber effect near Reynolds number of 107. It is, 
however, true thct when transltlon 1s me11 ahead of the trnlllhg edge, the 
boundary la;%% there behaves as If It had been turbulent from the leading edge. 
Even if It is assumed that axial syrmnetry of the 
revolution can be taken into account emplncally lyb; :;,a;?;,; ;z",,-"" 
formations developed for lamlnar flow, and that the cffccts of compresslbrlity 
are confIned to an slteratlon of the ooefflcient of such a formula, the 
objeotxons remaxn that the parameter Ignores botn pressure gradients and 
varlatlons in mx0.ng. Since, as was argued xn sectIon 4.1, these latter 
oppose: the effects of thxkness, and sxxx else the formula begus to err at 
high Reynolds number, an zndes numerlcslly less thnn l/5 is to be expected m 
a reDon where a power law 1s still adequate to express the scsle effect on 
base pressure. If the base pressure tends to a no*zero limit at very high 
Reynolds number, ~IV such power law must eventually fad. 

4.3 Heat transfer 

If a gas has constant specifx heats and a coeffiolent of viscosity 
proportiond to 2 power of tne static temperature, inclusion of the effect of 
ocmpressibllity as a multiple of-a low-speed pcwer law (as u@ied xn the 

;:~;,",la 
ectlon) IS a speo& cast of a more elaborate co?rect1on @vcn by 
. This states that formulae for the skxn fraction in incompresslble 

flow may be used for nigh-speed flow with heat transfer of the density ad. 
viscosity are evaluated at a temperature corresponding to an zntermedlate 
enthalpy in the boundary la3-er. This provides a possible way of including the 
consequences of heat transfer in the scale effect. 
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Experimental data on this subject are limited to Kursweg's tests 21 

which show that the base pressure increases with surface temperature of the 
body for some laminar and turbulent boundary layers, and Kavanau's observa- 
tion' that the reverse is true at low Reynolds nwabers. If Kurzweg's 
results are in regions like CD and C' D' of Fig.3, these opposing trends are 
explainable on the present hypotheses. 

5 THE CORRELATION OF BASE PRESSURE M&XJRZ%NTS IN AXI-SG!b5TRIC FLOW 

Accurate accou& of the effects of body shape and boundary layer 
properties on the wake behind a blunt-based body can be taken only by 
providing simultaneous solutions for the flow in the mixing region and for 
the inviscid external flow. The mixing problem having been discussed in 
section 4, the approximate treatment of the external flow is now consadered 
briefly. 

Strictly there occurs a loss of total pressure due to shock waves from 
the body, causing the local Mach number to be less than the free-stream Mach 
number when the pressure returns to its free-stream value. The body shape 
will also cause the pressure just upstream of the base to differ in general 
from the free-stream value, and cause an extra pressure gradlent to be felt 
by the base flow. 

5.1 Elimination of the effects of body shape 

Fortunately, the use of reference pressures and Mach numbers at various 
points near the base has served to interrelate measurements on various bodies 
fairly sucessfully. This suggests that the mixrng process behind the base 
is msensitive to small, externslly-imposed pressure grsdicnts. 

Reference points which have been proposed are:- 

(1) the body surface 
d&7, 

ust upstream of the base, if there is no 
separation fron the afterbo 

(2) on a hypothetical cylindrical extension of the body beyond the base, 

(4 a point just downstream of the base 6 

b) a point one diameter downstream of the base 7 

(cl the points of average pressure and Mach nmber over the 
length of the dead fluid region. [Chad 

(Since section 2 indicates that this region is about 3 diameters long, 
and the sha e effect decays downstream, 

P 
this suggestion implies points a little 

less than Iq diameters downstream of the base). 

If the afterbody is cylindricsl (I) and (2a) arc the same. For cones 
without afterboties (2a) is used. Lnstead of (1) in Ref.2; a cone 1s thus 
treated as the limit of a cone-cylmder rather than as sn example of a diverging 
afterbody. 

5.2 A limited cdnoarison of the methods of correlation using results for 
cone-cylinders 

The results thought most reliable in the l&t of the considerations of 
sections 3 and 4 have been corrected for nose effect using the 'oharactenstics 
solutions of Rof.17 where possible. These calculations arc confined to the 
regzLon in which the nose shock as unaffcctcd by the expansion at the cone's 
shoulder and the flow about the body is consequently irrotational. This severely 
limits the cylinder length for which solutions are avaIlable if the nose-an&e 



of the cone is large. Because CronvLch18 found experrmentally that the pressures 
on a cylinder follwing elthcr a slender cone or a hemisphere were the same and 
very near free-strcem pressure more than 4 calibres from the shoulder at Mach 
numbers of 1.5, 1.73 and 2, such a result has been assumed to hold for all cone 
angles and the Mach numbers used. Free-stream pressure and the appropriate 
Mach nlrmber allowing for the conxal head. shock loss are therefore the reference 
quantitres when tne cylm&r IS more than 4 calibres long. 

F1gs.4(a) and(b) show the relation between base pressure ratlo and Elach 
nwnber when reference conditions at the base and the averages over a 3 calxbre 
extension of the cylinder are used. It vnll be seen that there 1s very little 
to choose between the tvio methods; this finding agrees with Fig.6 whxh shows 
3s percentage scatter, two larger data collections. Many tests are common 
to both, which include the restits of vvlnd tunnel and free-fl&t experiments. 
In nelthcr collection arc there any coefficients for unfinned bottles below 
a$ = 1.5. 

Fig.5 is complementary to Fz~g.4 m showing the same data plotted agaxnst 
ReynolG number. The reference length for the Reynolds number 1s the length 
of a generator of the body surface - chosen because it 1.s the length of the 
boundary layer path, whxh apprcclably exceeds the axld length of the hotly for 
scme shapes. On this graph, full lines show measurements covering ranges of 
Reynolds number at constant &ch number. In such casts dotted cxtenslons of 
the lines indloate datawhlch have otherwise been reJected because th 

7s 
may be 

affected by Wansitlon. The approxunate posltlon of Bogdonoff's data quoted 
in F1gs.2 and 3 is shown by a scrws of cross%; the exact posltlon cannot be 
given without extendxng the calculations of Ref. 17. 

Even for the sample cone-cylinder shape, the base pressure rat.10 IS a 
function of four varlablcs:- nose semi-angle, cyllndcr length, Mach number, 
and Reynolds number. The correction for nose effect almost removes the effect 
of the first two on the pressure field near tho base, but, sxnce they also 
af'fcOt the boundary layer thickness, this does not reduce the number of 
variables. It 1s therefore dlkely that such a pxture as Fig.5, which takes 
account only sf two variables, ~111 afford 3 completely satlsfaotory explana- 
tlon of the scatter of the data. Nevertheless the results near M2 = 1.6 do 
lend vrelyht to the vxw that a scale effect slmdar to the observatron of 
Ref. 13 is an xnportant contrxbutory factor. The curve Xx suggests the form 
this varlatlon might be expected to take. The ponlt of maxlll?um base pressure 
for th turbulent layer (C' of F~g.3) appears to lx near a Reynolds number of 
8 x 10 % for Mach numbers below 3. If the results for the cone (112 = 4.18) are 
relxxble, ths pomt ~pparcxtlg moves to lower Iisynolds numbers at the hx$er 
Mach nlrmbers, m whxh ca e 

z 
a curve like YY shsuld be found for 112 0 3.15. 

Since this test on a cone showed transItion to pass the base of the model at 
a Reynolds number of about 2 x 10 6, (the top of the dotted partlon of the curve) 
the full linz is thou&t to be representztlve of turbulent flow. 

If such sca;Le effects are present, they sometUnes have a practical 
Importance In addition to their theoretical inter&t. This may be seen by 
consderlng the curve Xx and the results of Ref.13. In each case pb/pr 
decreases by some 5% from the peak to the value at a Reynolds number of 2 x 
but the drag coefficient, being ,>roportlonal to (1 - pb/pr) increases by II& 

107, 

in the fotier example, compared with @ in Lhe latter. It &ppears then that 
wd.l-scale tests could scrlously undcrest~nate thd base drag of an aircraft 
for Mach numbers below belos2. This point would appear to deserve further 
eQerlmentd mvestlgatlon. 

Meanwhile it seems advisable to regard the exlstlng theories rather as 
bases on whxh to compare different conflgwntlons than as sources of accurate 
drag prediction. There are a number of reasons for preferrlng Love's method2 
to the others for such work: it is simpler to apply than, and of comparable 
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accuracy to, Chap,nan's; reference 22 shows that it remains useful when 
applied to a thin base annnlus surrounding a supersonic Jet. 

6 CONCIIJSIONS 

Empirical theory end ex~rimentalmethods applied to the base Pressure 
problem have been reviewed in the light of the present knowledge of the flow 
at the blunt base of a body in supersonic flow. Sorre points worthy of oon- 
sideration in the design and analysis of experiments are emphasized. 

(?) The base pressure is determined by the flow within a length of 
some 3 or 5 base diameters aft of the base, dependang on whether this flow 
is turbulent or laainer. In experimental work this region should be kept 
free from large extraneous disturbances. 

(2) The relative uagnxtude of the thickness and mixing effects of the 
dissipative layer is bekeved to change with Reynolds number in suoh a way 
that the base pressure first increases an3 then decreases as the Reynolds 
number is raised. If the base pressure has a non-sero limit, a power law 
cannot correct it with Reynolds rnunber when the latter IS very large. 

(3) The Reynolds number at which the maximum base pressure ooours at 
a givenMech number and with a fully turbulent bcundaq layer may decrease 
as the Maoh rolmber is ra-lsed. 

(4) Perhaps for the latter reason, and because transition from 
laminar to turbulent flow depetis on several variables, it is scrmctimes 
difficult to see where measurements made with natural transition become 
representative of fully turbulent flow. 

(5) Tests with fixed transition ~11 overcome this diffioulty if it 
can be confirmed that sufficiently far downstream of the 'triggering' device 
its effect is that of Reynolds number increase by increase of length. This 
implies that an future such tests, unlike those reported in the past, should 
be eocomptied by boundary layer measurements. 

(6) Scale effect on base pressure, though not as rapid as the 
previously suggested inverse variation as the fifth root of the Reynolds 
number for a turbulent boundary layer, may not always be negligible. It 
may indeed cause an appreciable increase in base drag at low supersonic 
speeds as the Reynolds rnnnber is increased. 

(7) The use of refereme pressures and Mach rnunbers derived frm 
inviscid flow conditions near the base fairly successfully eliminates the 
effects of nose shape. The pressure Just upstream of the base on a cylinder 
1s near free-stream pressure if the cylitier is more than 4 diameters long. 
Two earlier analyses of base Pressure mea~ements, using many of the S~EE? 
data, indicate that the consistent use of arry one reference pressure collapses 
measurements on models with cylindrical afterbodies within ?I$ of a mean 
curve of base pressure coefficient. 

(8) 
of Love2, 

The present preferred method of estunating base pressure is that 
since it has faxrly smcessfully beenused for bodies with conver- 

gent afterbodies, end also for the thin base annulus surrounding a supersonic 
jet. The method ignores scale effects completely; it is suggested t'nerefcre 
that it be regarded rather as a means of comparing alternative configurations 
then as a souroe of accurate dreg prediction. 
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